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The current crisis in the funding of higher education can be linked

to a variety of factors including spiraling costs. due to double-digit

inflation, enrollment declines and consequent drops in tuition and funding

through student. driven formulas, and economy-minded legislators responding

to taxpayer revolts and demands for accountability of institutions. Dramatic

decreases in enrollments and finances have led to the closing of many

institutions; other,faced with imminent death have declared a state of

financial exigency, permiLting the breaking of personnel contracts and the

termination of tenured instructors.

As defined by the American Association of University Professors [11],

financial exigency is "an imminent financial crisis which threatens the

survival of the institution as a whole and which cannot be alleviated by

less drastic. means." As with any Condition, which threatens thp. functioning

of an institution, the presence of fiscal exigency appliesextreme.pressure

throughout the college or university demanding, corrective actions to

relieve the stress.

Reactions by college and university policymakers to confront such

stress include reallocation of existing resources, reduction of programs

and services, recruitment of previously underserved populations, and

retrenchment.of faculty and staff [8]. The focus of the investigation.:

described in this paper is the development of policy to reippncttplreduction

and financial exigency in higher education.
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Analysis of Policy and Practices

Presidents of one hundred public and private four-year colleges

and universities, were surveyed, regarding poliCies developed and actions

taken to-respond to exigent conditions. Questions were directed at

assessing (1)- the development and implementation of policy onreductIon

and financial exigency; (2) efforts to increase enrollments and revenues

and to reduce expenditures; and (3) ctiterla used for the retrenchment of
34F

faculty and staff. Policies and practice which-had been implemented- and

thode which are expected in the future were identified.

Insfitutione were selected to represent-public-and private colleges
, ; : ;

and 'universities' in states which are projected to gain or lose .substantial;

-numbers of high school graduates (thus, traditional college. enrollees)

between 1980',and.1995. Institutions in six states (AZ, 1t0M,,T3C. UT, 'WY)-
'

whiall'are projected by NICHE (31 to have an inereasedpercentage (more than 10%)
Z

of high schoorgraduatesand. in five-states OGT;. DEv'MA, tlritaf,

projected declines (more than,40%) insraduateswere includedAn the study.
:

."-
.t

° '
The total return from54 presidents represented' public ind'priVete institutions

in botOsets of states: 11 public (62Z of sample) and 15 (58%) privat6

in states which project gains, and 8 (50%) public and,20(50%) private in

those states which-project-future Iosses,in graduates:

Due- to the similarity ofrespondes.frok ristitUtionii.inretates
pro- ,

teit to gain, and from those in- stated. projeCte& to- lose, high school

graduates, the findings reported in this paper focus on the discrepancies

between public and private institutions-. leedditiontO thenumber (N)

Of the-54 presidents who responded to each question,Jhe number (#) who

chose to rank &particular item and the average rank.(A4 assigned-to.
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items are reported* in each table. For example, an entry of "6-2.67"

indicates that six presidents ranked this item and that the average of

ranks assigned was 2.67.

Readers should be aware of several limitations of the analysis.

Although more then fifty percent of the presidents responded, the number

-answering particular questions may be too low to permit drawing conclusions

with a high degree of confidence. An additional limitation, the difficulty

of interpreting ranks of ordinal-data and averages of those ranks, can be

illustrated by several examples. A rank of 1 Right indicate a very strong

poliby or .action by one-president, while indicating merely the most likely

action by another president. Moreover, an- average rank of 2.0 indicates

only the relative ranking of a particular response and thus should. not be

interpreted as being twice as likely as an item ran1,ed.4.0.. Itf should_ also

be noted that institutions which chose to check (10' rather than tnrank

possible resOonSes were included in the tabulation. In these' cases,, an

average value was assigned to check marks: if one response was checked, a

value of one was assigned; if two were checked; a value of 1:$ was given;

if three were checked, a value of 2.0 was assignedto each response, and

so forth. For each of these reasons, caution should be used-in interpreting

the' `findings

. Policy Development and Implementation
,

Very few of'the responding presidents-indicated thai*formalpolicy

on reduction of"eXpenditures had been developed. Although only, three of

the fifty-four institutions had a policy in effect, thirty-two (59%) indicated

that informal policies were implemented or that formal policy was being

5
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developed. In conttast, formal policy related to financial exigency' was

in effect at 63 percent of the public and at 31 percent of the priVate

institutions. An additional sixteen (30%) presidents indicated that exigency

policy was being developed. As expected, a higher percentage of institutions

in states with declining numbers. of high, school graduates (46%) than those

with increasing graduates (38%) had formal policy on exigency in effect.

Responsibility for the develcpment of policy related to financial

exigency falls most heavily on administrators, with a high degree of

involvement by joint faculty/administrative comMittees and boards of

trustees as is indicated in Table 1. Presidents of public institutions

tended torank the cooperative involvement of faculty and administrators

_higher, while' those of private trIS:titutions ranked administrative involve-

ment very high-. Although Boards of. Trustees areincludetin the development

process, their degree of involvement does not appear tobe as high. as. that

of administrators, or faculty.

TABLE 1

/ Involvement in The Development of
Policy on Financial Exigency

Public

(N014)
Private
(N=16)

Total

(N=.30)

# AR # AR # AR
Legislature 5-3.80 0-0.00 5-3.80
Board of trustees 13-2.69 12 -2.29, 25-2.50Faculty 10-3.07 9-2.22 19-2.66
Administration 11-2.32 10-1.45 21-1.91
Joint faculty/adminis- 97,1..89 8-2.00. 17-1.94
. tration committee-
AAUP Policy 3-2.67 5 -3.00: 8-2.88

Documents. Report
Other (faculty Union'

specified)
1-1.00 2-1.00

Note: The number of institutions (N) responding-to this question is further
broken down by th' number (#) which ranked the involvement of each
possible choice; tn addition, the average rank (AR) reports. the
mean of ranks assigned each choice by respondents.

6
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Although colleges, divisions and departments are responsible

for implementing such policy, central administration appears to have the

greatest responsibility for making decisions relative to reduction and

exigency. Presidents of public institutions indicated a heavier involve-

ment of central administration in the implementation of exigency policy,

in contrast to a tendency to report a cooperative involvement at all

levels in private institutions.

A total of eight of the fifty-four colleges and universities had-

declared a condition of financial exigency. Problems of reduction and'

exigency do not appear-to be unique to anyone type of institution, as

four public and four priVate had declared= exigency', nor- to any- particular

area of the country, -as four in states projected to gain and. four institutions

in states. projected to-lose high school graduates had entered'a condition

of exigency: Of the twelve indicating that such' a cOnditiod is. likely
/-

An the future, (six public and four private)' are in states, with
-

declining graduates

Although many factors influence a decision to declare a Condition

of financial exigency, a reduction in total revenue or'in the number of

students in attendance will have a direct bearing on available resources

and, thus, on a decisionto involve drastic beaSures to,counter'decline.

Policies on financial exigency do not generally, specify,: at what percentage

decline in revenue or enrollment an. institution will enter suclua condition;

presidents were asked to-indicate at what point in a reduction phase their

institution entered, or would be likely to enter, a condition of financial

exigency. Presidents of three public institutions responded that a budget

7
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reduction of approximately five to ten percent was critical in the decision

to enter-financial exigency while presidents of two private institutions

indicated that a reduction of '-en to twenty percent in student enrollment

had been critical. An additional fifteen presidents indicated that a

reduction of about thirteen percent in the budget would be critical in making

such a decision; seventeen presidents responded that enrollments would have

tc drop approximately seventeen percent before imposing financial exigency.

Increasing Enrollment and Revenue While Reducing-Expenditures

Fortal and informal policy decisions to counter potential exigent

tonditions take varied forms. Institutions may chooSe to attract a different

clientele, to take strided to increase revenue, to make attempts, to cut the

operating budget, or to develop a plan of action which combineS these

approaches and others. Presidents of the fifty-four colleges and universities.

responded-to questions regarding actions. which-have-been taken or which-are

anticipated in the future.

Responses trod presidents of.sixteen institutions which have experienced

and -from thirty-seven which expect declines inenrollments' are presented as

;

Table 2. The overwhelming response from approximately eighty percent of

the institutions is to increase recruitment efforts to offset enrollment

declines. Institutions which expect declining enrollment anticipate tc
' N'''0, .

4 react by either-adding,or,particularly for private. institutions, deleting,

.program: offerings... Those, which° have faced decline. have reacted more often,:
- ;

by adding program offerings, suggesting that added offerings serve to

attract sufficient students *o offset added colts or that the deletion of

program offerings is in reality a difficult task. Fewer than one-third.

8
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TABLE 2

Methods to Counter Enrollment Decline

Altered mission or
goals

Combined piograts or
merged institutions

Increased recruitment

AddetiprOgrath offerings

Deletediiogram
offerings',

Little or =,

Other;

;
4

tY
47-.4,

" . 4[1' - ''

7

Decline Experienced Decline Expected

Publid
SN=7)

li AR

Private

(N=9)

Ii AR

Total
(N=16)

# AR

Public
0=10)

AR

Private
(N=27)

li AR

Total
(N=37)

If AR

3-2.33 2-1.75 5-2.10 5-2.60 7-3-.43 12-3.09

2-2.50 2-2.50 4-2.50 2-3.50 123.34 14-3.36

671.75 7-1.50 13-1.62' 6-1.67 23-1.43 29-1.48

6-2.35 6 -2.09W 12-2.21 5-2.10 13-2.31 18-2.25

3-2.17 2-2.50 5-2.30 4-2.75 16-2.75 20-2.75

1-5.00 0-0.00 1-5.00 3-4.00 5-5.20 8-4.75

2-3.00 0-0.00 2-3.00 2-1.75 4=2.00 6-1.92

,

of the institutions indicate that missions or goals 'have or would likely

be altered; private institutions appear to anticipate cooperative arrange-

ments with other institutions in the future. Other actions specified. include

the strengthening Of advisement for students,, undertaking marketing surveys

7-

to determineclient, needs and, enhancing the quality of feducation-at the

institution:

Methods utilized or anticipated to increase revenue as a measure

to counter reductions funding are indicated in Table. 3. Approximately

ninety percent of the presidents of institutions which have experienced or

9
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TABLE 3

Methods to Increase Revenue

8

Seek Legislative
support

Increase develop-
ment

Increase tuition
and fees

:increase

contributions

Sale of property

oiher lincrease

recruitment
. specified)

Reduction Experienced Reduction Expected

Public PriVate Total
(N -9) (N=6) (N=15)

if AR if AR 11 AR

Public Private Total
(N=8) (N=27) N 35

II AR # AR II AR

:

7-1.43 3-3.83 10-1.78

7-2.00 6-1.67 13-1.85

6-2.42 6-2.17 12-2.29

4-2.13 4-:.38 8-2.26

1-5.00 2 -3.00 3-3.67

1-1.00 0-0.00, 1-1.00

1'

6-1.33 13-3.19 19-2.61

8-1.94 25-2.00 33-1.98

3-2.17 24-2.38 27-2.35

6-3:17 ,,?47.2.25

0-0.00 8-4.50 8-4.50

0-0.00 0-0.00 0-0.00

expect: reductions indicated. that increased development activities' was. or Will

be a priority action, seeking grants and gifts to supplement other revenue.

While public colleges and universities have traditionally approached
;

legislatures for Increased support, private institutions have had to rely

on other sources of reVenue. The, reluctance to increase tuition and fees
:wit& potential effect; ork student enrollment is reflected in. the responses.

of institutional presidents.

Concurrent with securing additional revenue, institutions have taken or

expect to take measures to reduce expenditures, as indicated in Table 4. Public

institutions have turned to a wide range of actions, including the reduction

10



of personnel, operation and maintenance, and materials and equipment; the

increasing of class size; and the establishment of a management inforMation

system (such as MBO, PERT, PPBS,2BB, etc.). Of these options, private

colleges and universities have relied primarily on the establishment of a

management information system and on the reduction of personnel, operation and

maintenance and programmatic duplication. The reduction of programmatic

duplication is a very high priority measure among institutions which expect to

face such reductions in the future. Although increasing class size is indicated

as a high priority-response among_ many of these institutions, it was not-giVen

as high.a priority among those colleges and universities which have implemented

reductions. Two private institutions,specified other methods to reduce expen-

ditures: the reduction of facilities-and an increase in cooperative efforts

with Other colieged..

4

TABLE'.4..

Methods to Reduce Expenditures

ReduCtion Experienced.

Public

(N =10)

Private
(N=10)

Total
(N=20)

# AR # AR # AR

Increase class size 52.20 7-3.26 12-2.90
Reduce materials li";Z:33 5-3.20 11-2.71
and equipment

Reduce operation,
and maintenance,

Reduce programmatic
duplication

6-2.00

3 -2.00:

5-2.80

4 -2.37

11-2.40

7-2:21

Reduce personnel 6-2.00 7-2.43 13-2.23
Reduce student
services

2-2.50 3-4.17 5-3.50

Establish management
system

6-2.34 6-1.67 13-1.85

Other 0-0.00 0-0.00 0-0.00

- Reduction. Expected`

Public Private' Total,

(N=11) (N 26) (N=37)

_ AR # AR # AR

5-2.40 19-2.48 24-2.47
7-3.36 11-3.55 18-3.47

7-3.29 16-3.13 23-3.17.

10-1.75 22-2.07 32-1.97.

8-2.88 25-2.73 33-2.77
8-4.38 10-4.75 18-4.59

1-3.00 5-3.60 6-3.50

0-0.00 2-3.50 2-3.50

11
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Reduction of Personnel

As was indicated in Table 4, presidents of colleges and universities
View the reduction of personnel to-be a high priority approach to ease

the stress created-under potentially exigent conditions. An assessment

of the impact which.such a reduction has.had or would be likely to

have on instructional and- support staff is presented as Table 5.

TABLE 5

Impact of Reduction in Personnel

Administrative staff.

ton- instructional staff

Student:affairastati

Tenured instructors-

Non-tenured-instructors

Part-time instructors

Teaching assistants.

Reduction Experienced
Reduction Expected

Public Private Total Publid Private, Total(N=7) (N=6) (N=13)" (N=12) (N=23) (N=35)
# AR # AR g AR ' # AR # AR # AR

5-2.20 5-2.20' 10-2.30: 12-2.92 16-3.08 28-3-01'

6-2:5- 9-2.61 10-2.30: 19-2.47 29 -242

1=3:31 33:33: 6-3.64.- 9-3.78

-5.00 2-4:00 4-4.50 9:6.11

4-2.00' 6-3.08 10-2.65 11-4.09

4-1.50 3-2.67 7-2.00 10-2.60

4-2.00_ 0-0.00 4-2.00 3-3.38'

15 -4.00 24-3192'.

9-6.16 18-6.14

19-2.77 30-3.25

20-2.18 30-2.32

7-3.14 15-3.27

12
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For institutions which have experienced a reduction, the greatest impact has

been felt by administrative and non-instructional staff in both public and

private institutions. Non-tenured and part-time instructors appear to have

been retrenched in cost-cutting effOrts, particularly in public colleges and

universities. As expected, tenuredinstructors have been relatively immune

from actions to reduce personnel. In those institutions which anticipate

reduction, non-tenured instructors and administrators appear to be more

secure than are:part-time faculty and non-instructional staff. It is

interesting to note that non-tenured and part-time faculty in. publicinsti-

tutions appear to be less likely to be retrenched than areitheir counter-

parts. in private' colleges..

Student affairs staff appear to have high security at all institutions.

Teaching assistants, given relatively high security by public and private

ofP

institutions which, expect reductionv
I

, have been retrenchulAy- public but
4,4

,
. .,

not by private Colleged an&universitied;--'''''..
.

t
..,

.
,

.
r;

- .

Criteria for the retrenchment of faculti,a0pear to be based. primarilyv
on program needs, as is indicated in Table 6. Seniority received a high

priority among public institutions, while performance was given higher

priority, by private colleges and universities. Interestingly, affirmative

action has been given very low priority in retrenchment decisions actually

made or anticipated.

13
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TABLE 6

12

tritetia for Retrenchment of Personnel

Public Private Total Public Private Total

(N=5) (N=6) (N2211) - (N=13) (N.29 ) (N=42)

Program needs

Seniority-

Affirmative action

Performance(merit)

# AR # AR # AR # AR # AR # AR

5-1.30 4-1.38 9-1.53 12 -1 -.25 26-1.27 ,,8-1.26

4-1.75 1-1.50 5-1.70 9-2.22 20-2.60' 29-2.43

1-3.00 0-0.00 1-3.00 8-3.19 15-3.60 23-3.45

2-2.25 =4.00' 5-1.50 10-2.45 25-2.10 35-2.20

4
When surveyed regarding circumstances under which non-tenured

;

faculty have been. or would-be-likely to be retained over_tenurect-

instructors, preidenta again:Placed-highest piioiity, on,prograth needs.

. u
followed by performance. Although the top prioritr,concetn in *deci§fon

1

to retain.a non-tenured professor in one,public fnstitution,eaffirmative

action was given a. relatively low priority by institutions anticipating

retrenchment decisions.

14
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Exigency Planning in Higher Education

In his recent analysis of financial prospects for higher education,

Leslie (6,p.151 concludes, "In toto, it is projected that whereas direct

government support of higher education institutions will grow at a slow

rate in the 1980s, institutional incomes from all' sources will continue

to grow in the eighties at a rate that is only moderately reduced."

Des Atl the optimism expressed by Leslie, there is little, doubt that

declines in enrollment and revenue have' exerted and will continue -to

exert, extreme pressure on policy makers. Although increases in revenue

may occur on a per pupil_ basis, many institutional will 'be confronted

with stress produced- by the sharp decline- in numbers of:students enrolled.

Additional pressure_ will continue to. be exerted -externally by courts and
,

legislatures. and internally by students, faculty andt,staff. The ability

to confront these conflicting arid, compounding demands. With, constructive

encleffective policy during the coming "decade. Is likely to,.
. , -_ . . .

difference between survival and "deathof the institution

/ Although. it is Prolected that some states. will eXiietienee greater

decline in high school graduates than will 131, it cannot be.

assumed that all colleges and universities in those states, or that only

institutions in' those, States,. will be affected, adversely- by those declines.
- .

-

This is' evidenced. by the high degree !Of similarity aniongresponses by

presidents. of institutionS in both areaq:c4 the. country. surveyed in this

study', and' most dramatically by the indication that 'exigency had been

dedlared, by four institutions, in states projected. tp lose as well"as by

four in states projected to gain high school giaduates.- It ia clear that

an era of growth ". education has ended; declines in student

enrollment and revenue have affected institutions throughout the country.

1.5.
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The rapid growth of higher education during the sixties demanded
41)

administrative talents associated with expansion of campus facilities

and personnel to accommodate increasing numbers of students and

expanded course offerings. Conditions of decline during the seventies

and eighties, on the other hand, demand very different planning skills

predicated on shrinking resources_ rather than the seemingly ever-growing.

sources of revenue present in the sixties. Projections and warnings from

the AAUP and various s'.udies have been overlooked as institutions have

failed to plan for potential exigent conditions.

The paucity of planning efforts during the seventies is evident

in responses bYpresIdents surveyed in the study reported in this paper.

The lack of formal policy on teductiOn (only three of the-54 institutions

indicated the presence of policy) is in sharp contrast to the relatively

higher percentage of institutions (63% of public and' 31% of private),

whidh have formal policy on exigenty. This difference may be,due in part

co a desiie to /maintain maximum flexibility during reduction phases, 6r-
.

may point to a serious lack, of planning prior to entering-more serious,

conditions inherent in exigency.

The enactment of policy relatea to exigency in many institutions

may be acaunted for by the pressure exerted by faculty bargaining units

eminating ft* guidelines prepared by the AAUP [11], and-by the

recognition that such cr.ises may loOm im'the future, Given Such a-

prognosis, institutions must engage in-planning-for reduction and-reallocatio,n

prior to the_ deterioration of conditions to the point where the declaration.

of,financial exigency is necessary'.

.1 16
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Reliable indicators of institutional "health" are needed so that

colleges and universities can anticipate and plan for potential crises

to avoid exigency. Leslie [5] encourages the development of a policy,

on exigency which first determines for that particular institution the

"threshold of stress" beyond which the nee..3 for institutional change is

clear. Similarly, Moore [7, p.624] observes that policymakers must

ascertain from faculty, administrators and trustees their views "as to

what point in time exigency exists." Generally defined only in economic

terms, exigency policy must be developed and implemented within broader

contexts of 'politics, law, and education within which policy is cast

.in,higher education.

As indicated in this study Sy differences between actions expected to

. beiaken.by institutions who anticipate decline and.by thooe,which have,
,

undergone reduction, colleges and universities-need to deveibgresiiatic.

.approaches to counter decline in enrollmentS,and rei.lenue. Institution

:

-WhICh'have-ikperimented with various methods should Communicate strengths

and weaknessed of approaches taken. Cooperative efforts 'among public and

private institutions, perhaps through regional or statewide consortia,,

will foster such exchanges of information;. as 'is urged by Crossland [4, p.24]:
ri

h.- 'What "is needed-, in my judgment, is aldegree'otcooperation1;-
o£ interinstitutional cooperation-far exceeding, anything we, have
known IA- recent years. Rather than fightlamon&ourselVes, we
Should forthrightly identify, what 'we eackcamdelhestr reduce,
pOiniless.duplications and redundancies, share resources,' and
work together.

,Not,Policy, procedures and criteria for internal program alteration,

reduction and reallocation must be developed to make difficult decisions

relative to lower priority programs while strengthening and providing

17



stability or growth for exemplary programs. Necessary initial steps in

exigency planning 'are the determination of primary institutional goals

for the next several dedades and the development of criteria to identify

programs to receive increased (or decreased) funding and to determine

whidh personnel, instructional and non-instructional, are to be retrenched

or reallocated to ensure maximum use of resources for institutional needs.

It is clear from the variety of actions taken to increase enrollment,

raise revenue and reduce expenditures that no one strategy can be identified

to ensure the survival of all colleges anduniverapies. Institutions must

continuetd seek exeernal funding (e.g., legislative support and development

activities), yet must not rely solely on these-sources in the future.

Effective use of resources within the institution. must be included in the

plan for survival and growth. Studies ofthe costs and effectiveness of
,;:z

. divisions*, departments and support servidedin terms of the previously
. , . :

defined goals o6theinsiitution may lead:, to A reordering of priorities and
I ,

the. identification of prograMs to 136,,cUrtailed; eliminated,. -or given,

increased support. The continuatiomof areIatiVely more popular policy of

"cut'and trim" budgets of all divisiohs and departments could eventualiy,

o
lead to a diminished quality of prograMS and support services across the

campus. Criteria for, program' reductiomandreallocation of funds must

b&deVeltiped-bxmake diffiCUledecisiond:reiative to low priority programd,

whilestrengthehiniandOrdVidingstability fOr necessary. and high priority

programs. gather than the "quantitative" growth characteristic of the

sixties, the enhancement of high priority programs ifiay lead the institution,

into a period of "qualitative': griiwth.
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The retrenchment of faculty and staff was cited' by presidents as the
most likely action to reduce expenditures. By far the most effective
method to reduce large, amounts of funds due to the highly

labor-intensive
nature of higher education, the retrenchment of personnel is often the most
difficult reduction to accomplish. Potential litigation from adverse

personnel decisions, the resulting loss of faculty dedication and effects
on staff

morale, and the inability to attract and retain high quality

.

faculty point to the importance of the fntmulation of rational policy on
personnel reduction prior to entering

a financial crisis..

Respotises by presidents indicate that policy-on financial; exigency
is developed with the involvement

of faculty at the majority of public. and
private institutions (see Table 1): Faculty' participatiom in policy,

development .and implementation is encouraged by Alm, 'Ehriet and Webster
[1, p. 159]', following their case study of one institution'as ,ir Coped'
with decline. They conclude:that the: best' antidote the _tram

. . , ... -..

.associatekwith:reauctiow"ie.openness,,. p iarticpation;' frankness; and.,

.

,_,....
persistent sharing of information." If an'

administratiombecomes'defensive
or secretive, unnecessary and counter

productive hokitilities will be
generated.ar -leased."

Rather-than signaling an impending crisis, a deliberate involvement..
.

.

of faCultY and staff in policy
.development'may encourage a Collegial approaCk

;,to reduction., In addition,,bygiving.
those indiyidnal*AilaiydePartMentS,

most,likely to.beaffected.an opportunity to participate in the development
of criteria"for program and personneL

reduction, the Outcome may be a
voluntary redirection of programs in ways to attract and serve new iools of
students. Innovation in program offerings and more effective use of personnelI'may result in institutional growth and 'improvement despite external pressures.
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Recent litigation involving the reduction of personnel under financial

exigency provides guidelines for the development of policy. The declaration

of exigency must be "demonstrably bonafide", i.e., the termination of

tenured faculty cannot be effected unless other alternatives for raising

revenue or reducing expenditures have been exhausted. (AAUP v. Bloomfield

College, 322 A. 2d 846, 1974; Lumpert v. Univ. of Dubuque, 255 N.W. 2d 168,

1977). The burden of proof rests with the adMinistration to demonstrate

that their actions are in good faithrelated to a condition of financial

exigency,

Policy on retrenchment or layoff of personnel should "provide employees

protection from arbitrary and capricious acts and still give the employer

maximum flexibility," [10, p. 701. The requirement of good-faith actions

by the courts serve to accomplish this purpose, as is discussed-by Petersen

[9, p.

.-the courts must be sensitive to the. burden of-persuasion
as to the. existence of a, financial exigency and of .a go9d faith.
dismissal. First Of all, the college must be-required to prove
that am. exigency Actually existed if it is going to -rely on the
existence. of a financial' exigency-and should have the records
necessary to prove such a condition. Second, if the institution
meets this requirement, then the burden of proof shaild be on
the faculty member to establish that he was dismissed for reasons
other than financial exigency.

An institution anticipating a reduction of personnel under financial

exigency must avoid "hidden agenda" items.if thcy..are to survive scrutiny

. of the courts. Alm, et al. [1, p. 161], warn that "The,finandial'exigency

argument is no place to deal with changing the.balance of programs in,the

institution, trimming out so-called,"deadwood," or otherwise influencing

the composition of your institution." Rather, a demonstrably bonafide

financial, exigency must exist to justify-the retrenchment of tenured

20
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faculty as an action to reduce expenditures.

Demands associated with reduction and_exigency brought on by declining

enrollment and revenue are expected to confront colleges and universities

throughout the country during the coming decade. As is indicated by responses

of presidents of institutions surveyed in this study, various approaches will

be taken to increase revenue and student enrollment while reducing

expenditures. The thrust of this concluding discussion has been to urge

institutibA,to engage, in planning efforts,to minimize the effectS,of decline

while strengthening the quality of institutional programs consistent. with

goals fdi: the futdre. Internal.policysdevelopment and external cooperationt.
li _ among. public and private Colleges. andK universities are encouraged to

,en6in*.

ce'ins4tutional chances
'foi'-ddiViVilj'an&groWthdeapite.conditions--

'of decline. A planned-
apprOach:fo.increaSibg,erirollment:and:reVenue, While..

reducing expenditures will diminish the---likelihoed- of entering, financial
,

r.
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